We consider probabilistic rough set approaches based on different versions of the definition of rough approximation of a set. In these versions, consistency measures are used to control assignment of objects to lower and upper approximations. Inspired by some basic properties of rough sets, we find it reasonable to require from these measures several properties of monotonicity. We consider three types of monotonicity properties: monotonicity with respect to the set of attributes, monotonicity with respect to the set of objects, and monotonicity with respect to the dominance relation. We show that consistency measures used so far in the definition of rough approximation lack some of these monotonicity properties. This observation led us to propose new measures within two kinds of rough set approaches: Variable Consistency Indiscernibility-based Rough Set Approaches (VC-IRSA) and Variable Consistency Dominance-based Rough Set Approaches (VC-DRSA). We investigate properties of these approaches and compare them to previously proposed Variable Precision Rough Set (VPRS) model, Rough Bayesian (RB) model, and previous versions of VC-DRSA. (J. Błaszczyń ski), salgreco@unict.it (S. Greco), rslowinski@cs.put.poznan.pl (R. Słowiń ski), mszelag@ cs.put.poznan.pl (M. Szel g).
Introduction
Calculation of rough set approximations can be the first step of the analysis of data. It allows to identify consistent data and put them into lower approximations of sets (concepts, classes, or unions of ordered classes). The following step is usually related to generalization of data. When we consider a classification problem, this step consists in induction of a classifier that can be further used for prediction. In the original rough set approach proposed by Pawlak [19, 20] , and in the dominancebased rough set approach proposed by Greco et al. [8, 9, 11, 24] , the lower approximation of a set is defined by a strict inclusion relation of some granules of knowledge in the approximated set. The lower approximation is thus composed of the granules that are subsets of the approximated set. Other granules are not included into lower approximation, regardless of the size of their overlap with the set and/or its complement. This definition of the lower approximation appears to be too restrictive in practical applications. In consequence, lower approximations of sets are often empty, preventing generalization of data in terms of relative certainty. This observation has motivated research on probabilistic generalizations of rough sets. Different versions of probabilistic rough set approaches were proposed, starting from Variable Precision Rough Set (VPRS) model [26, 28, 29] , Variable Consistency Dominance-based Rough Set Approaches (VC-DRSA) [1, 9, 10] , Bayesian Rough Set model and Rough Bayesian (RB) model [25, 26] , decision theoretic rough set model [13, 30, 31] and Parameterized Rough Sets [14] . The probabilistic rough set approaches allow to extend lower approximation of a set by objects with sufficient evidence 0888-613X/$ -see front matter Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.ijar.2009.02.011 for membership to the set. To quantify this evidence, the authors propose different measures of the overlap between a granule of knowledge based on a considered object and the approximated set or its complement. We call such measures consistency measures.
Inspired by some basic properties of rough sets, we find it reasonable to require from consistency measures several properties of monotonicity that correspond directly to monotonicity properties of the lower approximation. The present paper focuses on three types of monotonicity properties. These monotonicity properties are considered in various dimensions of the analyzed data set and are related to:
(1) extension of the set of attributes, (2) extension of the set of objects, (3) extension of the union of ordered classes, (4) improvement of evaluation of an object.
Monotonicity in dimension (1) requires that precisiation of the description of objects by addition of attributes can only give more evidence for the assignment of these objects to the approximated set. Precisiation means here a more detailed description of objects, without considering a semantic value of the additional information. Let us observe that if a semantic value of additional attributes would be considered, then the precisiation could decrease the evidence for the assignment of objects to the approximated set. For example, a semantic value of additional attributes could depend on whether the precisiation by these attributes decreases or increases the confusion related to the assignment of objects to the approximated set. Then, in the first case, the semantic value would be considered positive, and in the second, negative. Thus, additional attributes with a negative semantic value would not increase the evidence for the assignment of objects to the approximated set. Monotonicity in dimension (1) is concordant with monotonicity of the accuracy of approximation defined by Pawlak [20] . This type of monotonicity is desirable for reduction of attributes in probabilistic rough set approaches. From classification perspective, monotonicity in this dimension corresponds to reasonable outcome of classifiers that are induced from data sets that overlap in the dimension of attributes (i.e., multiple classifiers generated on overlapping subsets of attributes from the extended set of attributes).
Monotonicity in dimension (2) requires that extension of the approximated set by addition of new objects, should not negatively affect the evidence for membership of the ''old" objects to the approximated set. From classification perspective, this property allows to generate compatible classifiers on overlapping subsets of objects from the extended set of objects (i.e., incremental classifiers or ensembles of classifiers created on overlapping sets of objects, like in bagging or boosting). Let us observe that monotonicity in dimension (2) may be discussed in the context of Bayesian confirmation theory, i.e., the theory which studies how a piece of evidence E provides ''evidence for or against" or ''support for or against" hypothesis H (for an extensive survey see [5] ). In fact, we can imagine that new objects constitute new evidence which may confirm or disconfirm the hypothesis that an object can be assigned to an approximated set. Let us explain this point in terms of the famous paradox, called black raven paradox [15] . Consider hypothesis H ''all ravens are black", which corresponds to the idea of assigning to set ''black" all objects having value ''raven" on attribute ''raven yes or not". Hypothesis H can be read as the implication ''if an object is a raven, than it is black". Within the rough set approach (for a discussion about relationships between Bayesian confirmation theory and rough set theory see [12] ), the hypothesis concerns the membership to decision class ''black" of those objects which according to the condition attribute are ''raven". At a first look, one can imagine that any object being ''raven" and ''black" confirms the hypothesis, any object being ''raven" and ''non-black" disconfirms the hypothesis, and all objects being not ''raven" do not confirm and do not disconfirm the hypothesis. In general, this observation can be expressed as follows: an object confirms an implication if and only if it satisfies both the premise and the conclusion of the implication (i.e., it is ''black" and ''raven"); it disconfirms the implication if and only if it satisfies the premise, but not the conclusion (i.e., it is ''non-black" but it is ''raven"); it does not confirm and does not disconfirm the implication if it does not satisfy the premise (i.e., it is not ''raven"). In this perspective, each new black object cannot disconfirm the hypothesis. In fact, it can confirm the hypothesis if it is also ''raven" or neither confirm nor disconfirm if it is not ''raven". In our context, this means that extending the approximated set of black objects, we cannot reduce the membership of an object to the considered set, and this agrees with monotonicity in dimension (2) . Hempel observed in [15] that hypothesis H is logically equivalent to the implication ''if an object is non-black, then it is not raven", which is confirmed by objects being ''non-black" and not ''raven". Remark that this observation leads to the paradox that pink socks can confirm the hypothesis that ''all ravens are black". Also in this case, a black object cannot disconfirm the hypothesis (even if it cannot also confirm it), because it does not satisfy the premise. In our context, this agrees again with monotonicity in dimension (2) . Observe, however, that in case of probabilistic confirmation, some authors find it reasonable to expect that ''black non-ravens" can reduce the confirmation degree [12] . In this case, a considered confirmation measure of the hypothesis ''if U, then W", can be expressed as credibility of the proposition ''if W is satisfied more frequently when U is satisfied rather than when U is not satisfied". According to this understanding, black ravens and non-black non-ravens confirm the hypothesis, while non-black ravens and black non-ravens disconfirm the hypothesis. With respect to black non-ravens, they disconfirm the hypothesis because they increase the probability that W is satisfied when U is not satisfied, i.e., they increase the probability that an object is black when it is not raven. In this sense, expectations for probabilistic confirmation do not agree with monotonicity in dimension (2) .
Finally, monotonicity with respect to the dominance relation is considered in dimensions (3) and (4) . Monotonicity in these dimensions concerns data sets with specified orders of preference. They allow to generate classifiers that permit to make classification decisions respecting preference orders. Property (m3) is related to an important property of DRSA, which wants that a lower approximation of any upward (downward) union of ordered classes includes a lower approximation of any of its upward (downward) sub-unions. Property (m4) ensures that if an object belongs to a lower approximation of an upward (downward) union of ordered classes, then all objects from this union which dominate (are dominated by) this object will also belong to the lower approximation.
At the end of this introduction, it is worth noting, however, that instead of requiring monotonicity properties from consistency measures, one could accept non-monotonic behavior of consistency measures and consider application of nonmonotonic logic [3, 7, 18] . This way of looking at probabilistic generalizations of rough sets could be an interesting subject for future research.
In the next section, we remind basic definitions of original Indiscernibility-based Rough Set Approach and Dominancebased Rough Set Approach. Then, we define monotonicity properties required for consistency measures that are used in Monotonic Variable Consistency Rough Set Approaches. In Section 3, we show which of the monotonicity properties are satisfied by consistency measures that were used in probabilistic rough set approaches proposed so far. We also give examples of shortcomings of these measures. In Section 4, we define new monotonic Variable Consistency Indiscernibility-based Rough Set Approaches (VC-IRSA). Along the way, two types of monotonic consistency measures are introduced. We prove and interpret their properties. In Section 5, we show how the measures defined for the indiscernibility relation can be reformulated for the dominance relation. In consequence, new monotonic Variable Consistency Dominance-based Rough Set Approaches (VC-DRSA) are proposed. Finally, we present an illustrative example for indiscernibility-based and dominance-based approaches. We conclude by giving remarks and recommendations for applications of the new approaches.
Monotonicity properties required for rough set approaches
In the rough set approach, classification of object y from universe U to a given set X # U is based on available data. Data is presented as a decision table, where rows correspond to objects from U and columns correspond to attributes from a finite set A. Among attributes from set A there are attributes with preference-ordered value sets, called criteria, and regular attributes whose value sets are not preference-ordered. Moreover, the set of attributes A is divided into disjoint sets of condition attributes C and decision attributes D. For simplicity, we assume set D to be a singleton D ¼ fdg.
The decision attribute d makes a partition of set U into a finite number of disjoint sets of objects, called decision classes. Let X # U be one of these decision classes. Decision about classification of object y 2 U to set X depends on its class label known from the decision table, and/or on its relation with other objects from the table. In the original rough set approach, the considered relation is the indiscernibility relation [19, 20] . For this reason, we call this approach Indiscernibility-based Rough Set Approach (IRSA). Consideration of the indiscernibility relation is meaningful when set of attributes A is composed of regular attributes only. Indiscernibility relation makes a partition of universe U into disjoint blocks of objects that have the same description and are considered indiscernible. Such blocks are called granules. Let V a i be the value set of attribute a i 2 C and f : U Â C ! V a i be a total function such that f ðx; a i Þ 2 V a i . Indiscernibility relation I P is defined for a non-empty subset of attributes P # C as I P ¼ fðy; zÞ 2 U Â U : f ðy; a i Þ ¼ f ðz; a i Þ for all a i 2 Pg: Moreover, I P ðyÞ denotes a set of objects indiscernible with object y using set of attributes P. It is called a granule of P-indiscernible objects.
When condition attributes from C and decision attribute d have preference-ordered value sets, in order to make meaningful classification decisions, one has to consider the dominance relation instead of the indiscernibility relation. It has been proposed in [8, 9, 11, 24] and the resulting approach was called Dominance-based Rough Set Approach (DRSA). Dominance relation makes a partition of universe U into granules being dominance cones. The dominance relation D P is defined for a non-empty subset of criteria P # C as
where f ðy; a i Þ # f ðz; a i Þ means ''y is at least as good as z with respect to (w.r.t.) criterion a i ". Dominance relation D P is a partial preorder (i.e. reflexive and transitive). For each object y 2 U two dominance cones (granules) are defined w.r.t. P # C. The P-positive dominance cone D þ P ðyÞ is composed of all objects that are dominating y. The P-negative dominance cone D À P ðyÞ is composed of all objects that are dominated by y. Formal definitions of dominance cones are as follows: D þ p ðyÞ ¼ fz 2 U : zD P yg; D À p ðyÞ ¼ fz 2 U : yD P zg:
We are considering a classification problem with n disjoint classes. While in IRSA, decision classes X i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, are not necessarily ordered, in DRSA, they are ordered, such that if i < j, then class X i is considered to be worse than X j . Moreover, DRSA takes into account monotonic relationships between evaluations of objects on particular criteria and assignment of these objects into decision classes. For example, the better the value of criterion a i 2 C for object y, the better the decision class it may belong. From this follows the dominance principle which says that if evaluations of object y on all considered criteria are not worse than evaluations of object z, then y should be assigned to a class not worse than z. Violation of this principle causes inconsistency in the data table which is captured within DRSA by approximations of sets. In order to handle preference orders, and monotonic relationships between evaluations on criteria and assignment to decision classes, approximations made in DRSA concern the following unions of decision classes: upward unions X P i ¼ S tPi X t , where i ¼ 2; 3; . . . ; n, and downward unions
. . . ; n À 1. One of the most important features of rough set approaches is the separation of knowledge which is consistent, from knowledge which is possibly inconsistent. In IRSA, a key point is to find evidence for assignment of objects to particular decision classes X i . In DRSA, the key point is to find evidence for assignment of objects to unions of decision classes X P i and X 6 i . In order to avoid repetition of the same definitions and properties for IRSA and DRSA, we will use a unique symbol X to denote a set of all objects belonging to class X i , in the context of IRSA, or to union of classes X P i , X 6 i , in the context of DRSA. Let us specify conditions that must be satisfied by consistency measures. We distinguish gain-type and cost-type consistency measures. First, let us consider y 1 ; y 2 2 U, P # C, X # U. Given description of y 1 and y 2 by P: a gain-type consistency measure f P X ðyÞ is any measure satisfying condition: f P X ðy 1 Þ P f P X ðy 2 Þ ( ) it is not less likely that y 1 belongs to X, than that y 2 belongs to X, a cost-type consistency measure g P X ðyÞ is any measure satisfying condition: g P X ðy 1 Þ 6 g P X ðy 2 Þ ( ) it is not less likely that y 1 belongs to X, than that y 2 belongs to X.
Second, let us consider y 2 U, P # C, X; Y # U, where Y has the same interpretation as X (i.e., it denotes a class or a union of classes). Given description of y by P: a gain-type consistency measure f P X ðyÞ is any measure satisfying condition: f P X ðyÞ P f P Y ðyÞ ( ) it is not less likely that y belongs to X, than that it belongs to Y. a cost-type consistency measure g P X ðyÞ is any measure satisfying condition: g P X ðyÞ 6 g P Y ðyÞ ( ) it is not less likely that y belongs to X, than that it belongs to Y.
A consistency measure expresses the evidence for membership to set X. For a gain-type measure, the higher the value, the more consistent is the given object. For a cost-type measure, the lower the value, the more consistent is the given object. In this paper, we investigate desirable properties of consistency measures.
Each set X, may include objects for which, due to inconsistency, we are unable to find enough evidence for their membership to X. In such a case, we can approximate set X by two sets, the P-lower approximation and the P-upper approximation of X, where P # C. Let us give generic definitions of P-lower approximations of set X, which involve consistency measures f P X ðyÞ or g P X ðyÞ. For P # C; X # U; y 2 U, given a gain-type consistency measure f P X ðyÞ and a gain-threshold a X , we get the following definitions of P-lower approximation of set X: P a X ðXÞ ¼ fy 2 U : f P X ðyÞ P a X g ð1Þ or P a X ðXÞ ¼ fy 2 X : f P X ðyÞ P a X g: ð2Þ Analogically, given a cost-type consistency measure g P X ðyÞ and a cost-threshold b X , we get the following definitions:
or P b X ðXÞ ¼ fy 2 X : g P X ðyÞ 6 b X g: ð4Þ
In the above definitions, gain-threshold a X 2 ½0; A X and cost-threshold b X 2 ½0; B X . These thresholds are parameters depending on the interpretation of the gain-type or cost-type consistency measure, respectively. They play the role of technical parameters influencing the degree of consistency of objects belonging to lower approximation of X. Thus, the values of A X and B X also depend on the interpretation of the corresponding consistency measure. For example, in case of probabilistic P-lower approximation defined using the rough membership measure, A X ¼ 1 and value of gain-threshold a X 2 ½0; 1 can be calculated using method presented in [13, 30] . This method is based on application of the Bayesian decision procedure in transformation of risk into the value of a X .
The above definitions of P-lower approximations relax the non-parametric definitions. Precisely, the non-parametric definition for IRSA and class X i is as follows:
PðX i Þ ¼ fy 2 U : I P ðyÞ # X i g ¼ fy 2 X i : I P ðyÞ # X i g; and for DRSA, and unions of classes X P i , X 6 i , it is as follows:
i Þ ¼ fy 2 U : D À P ðyÞ # X 6 i g ¼ fy 2 X 6 i : D À P ðyÞ # X 6 i g:
An obvious condition of this relaxation is:
The definition of P-upper approximation and the definition of P-boundary of set X make use of the complementarity property of rough approximations, and are the same for all the approaches considered in this work. For P # C; X; :X # U, where :X ¼ U À X, P-upper approximation of set X is defined as
while P-boundary of set X is defined as
Let us remark that the notion of consistency was also used in IRSA, to measure consistency of the whole decision table [4, 16, 22, 23] . In this case, different instances of the entropy measure were applied instead of the quality of approximation. Entropy measures were also applied to define consistency of a granule composed of P-indiscernible objects [23] . In the case of the whole decision table, as well as in the case of a single granule, consistency was considered with respect to all possible classes from the decision table.
In the present paper, we understand consistency in a different way. We consider consistency of particular objects with respect to the approximated sets.
One can observe that properties of rough approximations defined above depend on properties of consistency measures f P X ðyÞ and g P X ðyÞ. Thus, it is possible to formulate some properties with respect to these measures, which ensure desirable properties of rough approximations.
For IRSA and DRSA, it is reasonable to require that consistency measures f P X ðyÞ and g P X ðyÞ fulfill the following properties of monotonicity (henceforth called monotonicity properties):
and a cost-type measure g P X ðyÞ is monotonically non-increasing w.r.t. P, iff g P X ðyÞ P g P 0 X ðyÞ: ð10Þ
and a cost-type measure g P X ðyÞ is monotonically non-increasing w.r.t. X, iff g P X ðyÞ P g P X 0 ðyÞ: ð12Þ
Moreover, for DRSA, it is reasonable to require that measures f P i ðyÞ) fulfill the following monotonicity properties: (m3) Monotonicity w.r.t. union of classes X P i # U and X 6 k # U. Formally, for all P # C, 
Analogously, a cost-type measures g P X P i ðyÞ and g P X 6
k ðyÞ are monotonically non-increasing w.r.t. X P i and X 6 k , respectively, iff
l ðyÞ: ð14Þ
Formally, for all P # C, X P i ; X 6 i # U, y 2 U, and * standing for either P or 6 in every instance, a gain-type measure f P
and a cost-type measure g P X Ã i ðyÞ is monotonically non-increasing w.r.t. P-dominance relation, iff
Monotonicity properties (m1) and (m2) are related to the basic properties of rough sets. Monotonicity properties (m3) and (m4) are specific to DRSA. A rough set approach is called monotonic when the consistency measure used to define its lower approximation fulfills relevant monotonicity properties. For IRSA, relevant properties are (m1) and (m2), while for DRSA, relevant properties are (m1), (m2), (m3) and (m4).
Property (m1) is particularly important. Property (m1) of measures f P X ðyÞ and g P X ðyÞ ensures monotonicity of P-lower approximation w.r.t. set of attributes P # C, defined according to (2) and (4), respectively. This property imposes that additional information about objects from U can only give more evidence for the observed assignment of objects to classes. In this case, additional information means a precisiation by more detailed description of considered objects using an extended set of attributes. Property (m1) is also concordant with the observation that additional attributes can only decrease comparability in the set of objects. When less objects are comparable, then also less inconsistent assignments to classes is observed.
Property (m2) of measures f P X ðyÞ and g P X ðyÞ ensures monotonicity of P-lower approximation w.r.t. set of objects X # U. Property (m2) states that when we consider two sets of objects X 0 ' X, the evidence for membership to X 0 for objects from X should not be worse than the evidence for their membership to X. In other words, extension of class X i or union of classes X P i (X 6 i ) by addition of new objects, should not negatively affect the evidence for membership of the objects to the extended class or union of classes.
In DRSA, property (m3) of measures f P
. This property states that value of a gain-type consistency measure for a union that is a superset should not decrease, while value of a cost-type consistency measure should not increase. For example, for object y which belongs to upward unions X P i and X P j , where X P i # X P j # U, value of gain-type consistency measure f P X P j ðyÞ should not be worse than the value of this measure calculated for union X P i . The importance of property (m4) in Variable Consistency DRSA (VC-DRSA) was already discussed in [1] , however, under the name of monotonicity of membership to lower approximation. Monotonicity w.r.t. P-dominance relation, P # C, is a very desirable property for a measure used in the definition of P-lower approximation of union X Ã i , where * stands for either P or 6. In case of definitions based on formula (2), where it is checked if f P X Ã i ðyÞ P a X Ã i , a consistency measure defined for X P i should satisfy (15) , while a consistency measure defined for X 6 i should satisfy (16) . For definitions based on formula (4),
i , a consistency measure defined for X P i should satisfy (16) , while a consistency measure defined for X 6 i should satisfy (15) . This ensures a kind of continuity of lower approximations -as soon as some object y 2 X P i is included in the P-lower approximation of union X P i , every object z 2 X P i , which P-dominates y, will also be included in this approximation. Analogically, if some object y 2 X 6 i is included in P-lower approximation of union X 6 i , then every object z 2 X 6 i , which is P-dominated by y, will also belong to the considered approximation.
Are rough membership, confirmation measures and Bayes factor monotonic consistency measures?
Rough membership measure was introduced in [27] and its properties were further investigated in [21, 31] . It is used to control positive regions in Variable Precision Rough Set (VPRS) model [26, 28, 29] and in previous versions of Variable Consistency Dominance-based Rough Set Approaches (VC-DRSA) [1, 9, 10] . Rough membership was also considered in the context of attribute reduction [17] .
In IRSA, rough membership of
Rough membership is a gain-type consistency measure. It captures a ratio of objects that belong to granule I P ðyÞ and to considered set X, among all objects belonging to granule I P ðyÞ. For example, if we would consider a medical diagnosis, the value of rough membership would express the ratio of the number of patients that have the same symptoms and suffer from the considered disease to the number of all patients that have the same symptoms. This measure can also be treated as an estimate of conditional probability Prðx 2 Xjx 2 I P ðyÞÞ. In IRSA, rough membership is used in definition (1), and it is expected to have properties (m1) and (m2). Unfortunately, property (m1) does not hold, which is shown by the example presented in Fig. 1 . First, we consider attribute a 1 only. All objects have the same value on that attribute (i.e., they all belong to the same granule). Thus, l fa 1 g X 2 ðy 1 Þ ¼ l fa 1 g X 2 ðy 2 Þ ¼ l fa 1 g X 2 ðy 3 Þ ¼ 0:66. Second, we consider set P ¼ fa 1 ; a 2 g. Then, we have two granules. The first one consists of objects y 1 ; y 2 and the other one is composed of object y 3 . The value of rough membership to class X 2 drops to 0:5 in the first granule. On the other hand, property (m2) holds for rough membership measure l P X ðyÞ (see Proof of Theorem 4.8 in the Appendix).
Other measures than rough membership have also been used in rough set approaches. For example, confirmation measures [5, 12] were considered together with rough membership in Parameterized Rough Sets (PRS) [14] . Confirmation measures quantify the degree to which membership of object y to given granule I P ðyÞ provides ''evidence for or against" or ''support for or against" assignment to considered set X. They are gain-type consistency measures and according to [14] , they are used within definition (1) . Confirmation measures should have properties (m1) and (m2). Unfortunately, as it may be shown, the well-known confirmation measures do not have property (m1).
The Bayes factor has similar properties to confirmation measures (its formulation is close to the confirmation measure l [5] ). It is a gain-type consistency measure used in the Rough Bayesian (RB) model [25] . The Bayes factor for y 2 U and X # U, w.r.t. P # C, is defined as B P X ðyÞ ¼ jI P ðyÞ \ Xjj:Xj jI P ðyÞ \ :XjjXj :
The Bayes factor is a ratio of estimates of two conditional probabilities Prðx 2 I P ðyÞjx 2 XÞ and Prðx 2 I P ðyÞjx 2 :XÞ. Coming back to the example with medical diagnosis, the Bayes factor would express, in this case, the ratio of the estimate of probability that a patient has the considered symptoms on condition that he suffers from the considered disease to the estimate of probability that he has these symptoms on condition that he does not suffer from this disease. This measure is used in definition (1) and it is expected to have properties (m1) and (m2). Unfortunately, this is not the case. Let us come back to the example presented in Fig. 1 . First, let us observe that B fa 1 g
This shows that the Bayes factor does not have property (m1). Second, let us extend the set of objects with one new object y 4 , which belongs to class X 2 and has the following description:
This shows that the Bayes factor also does not have property (m2). Now, let us consider DRSA. In this case, rough membership is defined for P # C, X P ;
where X P , X 6 denote upward and downward unions of decision classes, respectively. Values of rough membership l P X P ðyÞ and l P X 6 ðyÞ can be interpreted as estimates of probability Prðz 2 X P jzD P yÞ and Prðz 2 X 6 jyD P zÞ, respectively. Formulation of the Bayes factor for P # C, X P ; X 6 # U, y 2 U, is as follows:
\ X P jj:X P j jD þ P ðyÞ \ :X P jjX P j ; B P X 6 ðyÞ ¼ jD À P ðyÞ \ X 6 jj:X 6 j jD À P ðyÞ \ :X 6 jjX 6 j :
Both these measures are gain-type and they are used within DRSA in definition (2) . They are expected to have properties (m1), (m2), (m3) and (m4). Measure l P X P ðyÞ (or l P X 6 ðyÞ) has property (m2) -see Proof of Theorem 5.20 (or 5.21) in the Appendix. It also can be shown that measure l P X P ðyÞ (or l P X 6 ðyÞ) has property (m3). Unfortunately, measure l P X P ðyÞ (or l P X 6 ðyÞ) has neither property (m1) nor (m4). Moreover, measure B P X P ðyÞ (or B P X 6 ðyÞ) has none of the monotonicity properties considered in this paper. Let us illustrate the lack of monotonicity by the example shown in Fig. 2 . First, let us consider measure l P X P ðyÞ. We can notice that l fa 2 g , which shows that measure l P X P ðyÞ also does not have property (m4). Second, let us consider measure B P X P ðyÞ. We can notice that B fa 2 g
2 Þ, measure B P X P ðyÞ does not have property (m1). In order to show that measure B P X P ðyÞ does not have property (m2), let us assume that object y 3 is not originally present in the considered data set and is added as a new object. We can observe that B P X P 3 
Monotonic Variable Consistency Indiscernibility-based Rough Set Approaches
Our motivation for proposing Variable Consistency Indiscernibility-based Rough Set Approaches (VC-IRSA) comes from the need of ensuring monotonicity of lower approximations w.r.t. set of attributes. Due to the definition of the upper approximation based on complementarity, w.r.t. the lower approximation, this monotonicity property also concerns the upper approximation. The main difference between VC-IRSA and VPRS [26, 28, 29] , RB model [25] and PRS [14] is that in VC-IRSA one considers for inclusion to P-lower approximations only these objects which belong to the approximated set (definitions (2) and (4)). In VPRS, RB model and PRS whole granules are included to P-lower approximations (definitions (1) and (3)). Remark that a granule included in a P-lower approximation may be composed of some inconsistent objects. After enlarging set P of attributes to P 0 ' P, some of P-indiscernible and inconsistent objects may become P 0 -discernible and thus consistent, so, if we would like to preserve monotonicity of lower approximations, then we should keep in the P 0 -lower approximation the P 0 -discernible objects that do not belong to the approximated set. This, is not reasonable, however. Motivated by this remark, we consider only lower approximations defined according to (2) or (4). Below, we introduce new consistency measures for VC-IRSA. We also present theorems concerning monotonicity properties of these measures. Proofs of all the theorems are given in the Appendix.
As it was already mentioned in Section 2, monotonicity properties of a consistency measure used in the definition of the P-lower approximation imply monotonicity properties of this approximation.
Consistency measure
The first consistency measure that we consider in VC-IRSA is a cost-type measure P X i ðyÞ. For P # C; X i ; :
In the numerator of (17) there is the number of objects in U that do not belong to class X i and are indiscernible with object y.
In the denominator of (17) there is the number of objects in U that do not belong to class X i . The ratio P X i ðyÞ is an estimate of conditional probability Prðx 2 I P ðyÞjx 2 :X i Þ, called also a catch-all likelihood [6] . This measure is an estimate of probability that object y belongs to granule I P ðyÞ given that it does not belong to class X i . It may result in low values of consistency measure P X i ðyÞ for classes X i that have low cardinality. 
Monotonic P-lower approximation of class X i defined according to (4) takes the form:
where cost-threshold b X i 2 ½0; 1 reflects the highest degree of consistency acceptable to include object y in the P-lower approximation of class X i . Fig. 2 . Exemplary set of objects described by set P of gain-type criteria a1 and a2.
Consistency measure 0
Another consistency measure that we consider in VC-IRSA is a cost-type measure 0P
In the numerator of (19) there is the number of objects in U that do not belong to class X i and are indiscernible with object y.
In the denominator of (19) there is the number of objects in U that belong to class X i . This measure represents the ratio of objects z 2 U that are counterexamples to the implication z 2 I P ðyÞ implies z 2 X i to the total number of objects in X i . It lacks the likelihood interpretation that we give for P X i ðyÞ. It should be noticed that 0P X i ðyÞ may have low values for classes X i that have high cardinality.
Theorem 4.4. Measure 0P X i ðyÞ has property (m1), i.e., for all P # P 0 # C; X i # U; y 2 U:
X i ðyÞ has property (m2). More precisely, for all P # C,
where cost-threshold b 0 X i 2 0; j:X i j jX i j h i reflects the highest degree of consistency acceptable to include object y in the P-lower approximation of class X i . Theorem 4.6. Lower approximation defined according to (20) satisfies condition (6):
Consistency measure l
A gain-type consistency measure that can be considered in VC-IRSA is measure l P X i ðyÞ. For P # C, X i # U, y 2 U, it is defined as l P
Consistency measure l P X i ðyÞ is calculated as a maximum rough membership to class X i over all subsets R of the set of attributes P.
Theorem 4.7. Measure l P X i ðyÞ has property (m1), i.e., for all P # P 0 # C; X i # U; y 2 U: l P X i ðyÞ 6 l P 0 X i ðyÞ:
Theorem 4.8. Measure l P X i ðyÞ has property (m2), i.e., for all P # C,
l P X i ðyÞ 6 l P X 0 i ðyÞ:
Monotonic P-lower approximation of class X i defined according to (2) takes the form:
where gain-threshold a X i 2 ½0; 1 reflects the lowest degree of consistency acceptable to include object y in the P-lower approximation of class X i . Theorem 4.9. Lower approximation defined according to (22) satisfies condition (5):
PðX i Þ # P a X i ðX i Þ:
In [2] , we also considered a gain-type consistency measure l P X i ðyÞ which is defined analogously to l P X i ðyÞ. For P # C, X i # U, y 2 U:
j :
It appears that this measure also has properties (m1) and (m2). However, it was used to define the P-lower approximation together with l P X i ðyÞ. We refrain from using l P X i ðyÞ alone in the definition of the P-lower approximation.
Summary
In this section, we proposed definitions of three measures that ensure monotonicity of VC-IRSA. In Section 4.1 consistency measure was introduced. This measure has the meaning of a likelihood that an object is not a member of the considered class, given that it belongs to a granule of indiscernible objects. Such a kind of likelihood is sometimes called a catch-all likelihood. In Section 4.2 consistency measure 0 was introduced. This measure can be seen as complementary to measure . They differ only by denominator. Monotonic measure defined in Section 4.3 involves rough membership measure l. It requires calculation of l over all subsets of P # C. For all of these measures, we checked monotonicity properties (m1) and
(m2). The results are summarized in Table 1 .
Monotonic Variable Consistency Dominance-based Rough Set Approaches
We reformulate definitions of monotonic approaches presented in Section 4, replacing indiscernibility relation by dominance relation. Precisely, instead of granule I P ðyÞ, we use positive dominance cone D þ P ðyÞ or negative dominance cone D À P ðyÞ, and instead of decision class X i , we consider upward union of decision classes X P i or downward union of decision classes X 6 i . We also present theorems concerning monotonicity properties of the introduced consistency measures. Proofs of all the theorems are given in the Appendix.
Consistency measure
Cost-type consistency measures P X P i ðyÞ and P
Consistency measure P X P i ðyÞ (or P X 6 i ðyÞ) can be interpreted as an estimate of conditional probability that object y belongs to the considered dominance cone given that it does not belong to the considered union. In other words, it is the number of objects in the dominance cone of object y that do not belong to the considered union of classes, divided by the number of all those objects that do not belong to the considered union of classes. Analogously to Section 4.1, measures P 
:
has property (m2). More precisely, for all P # C, X 6 i # U, X 06
: ðyÞ is not monotonically non-increasing w.r.t. set of objects X 6 i . This can be illustrated by the following example. We have P ¼ fa 1 
Moreover, let us assume that attribute a 1 is gain-type and decision classes are ordered such that class X 3 is better than X 2 , which is better than X 1 . We have, P X P Monotonic P-lower approximation of union of classes X P i , X 6 i defined according to (4) takes the form:
where cost-threshold b Ã
; 1 reflects the highest degree of consistency acceptable to include object y in the P-lower approximation of union of classes X P i , X 6 i , respectively.
Theorem 5.11. Lower approximations defined according to (26) and (27) satisfy condition (6):
Another way to overcome the lack of property (m3) of P X P i ðyÞ and P X 6 i ðyÞ is to consider cost-type consistency measures 0P X P i ðyÞ and 0P
Consistency measure 0P
i ðyÞ) is defined as a ratio of the number of objects that belong both to dominance cone D þ P ðyÞ (D À P ðyÞ) and union X 6 iÀ1 (X P iþ1 ), to the number of objects belonging to union X P i (X 6 i ). In other words, this measure represents the ratio of objects z 2 U that are counterexamples to the implication z 2 D þ P ðyÞ (z 2 D À P ðyÞ) implies z 2 X P i (z 2 X 6 i ) to the total number of objects in X P i (X 6 i ). 
ðyÞ has property (m2). More precisely, for all P # C, ðyÞ) for unions of classes X P i (X 6 i ) that have high cardinality. Monotonic P-lower approximation of union of classes X P i , X 6 i defined according to (4) takes the form:
where cost-threshold b 0
i j reflects the highest degree of consistency acceptable to include object y in the P-lower approximation of union of classes X P i , X 6 i , respectively.
Theorem 5.18. Lower approximations defined according to (29) and (30) satisfy condition (6):
For P # C, X P i ; X 6 i # U, y 2 U, we also consider the following gain-type consistency measures:
l P
Measure l P X P i ðyÞ (or l P X 6 i ðyÞ) is defined as a maximum rough membership to union X P i (X 6 i ) over all subsets R of the set of attributes P and over all objects z dominated by y (dominating y) and belonging to X P i (X 6 i ). Comparing the above definitions with the analogous definition (21) presented for VC-IRSA, one can easily observe that they have a new ingredient -the maximum is calculated not only over all subsets R of P but also over all objects belonging to the intersection of the particular dominance cone of object y and the considered union of decision classes. Such a formulation ensures monotonicity property (m4), which is proved later in this section. ðyÞ has property (m2), i.e., for all P # C, X 6 i # U, X 06 
where gain-threshold a X P i ; a X 6 i 2 ½0; 1 reflects the lowest degree of consistency acceptable to include object y in the P-lower approximation of union of classes X P i , X 6 i , respectively.
Theorem 5.25. Lower approximations defined according to (33) and (34) satisfy condition (5):
i ðX 6 i Þ:
In [2] , we considered gain-type consistency measures l P X P i ðyÞ and l P X 6
i ðyÞ, which are defined analogously to l P X P i ðyÞ and l P X 6 i ðyÞ. For P # C, X P i ; X 6 i # U, y 2 U:
It appears that these measures have properties (m1) and (m4) while they do not have properties (m2) and (m3). Therefore, we refrained from using them in the definition of the P-lower approximation.
Summary
In this section, we introduced several consistency measures for VC-DRSA. Their properties are summarized in Table 2 . i ðyÞ, were further investigated.
Remark that

Illustrative example
Let us consider VC-IRSA and the set of objects shown in Fig. 3 . First, let us determine the P-lower approximation of class X 2 using definition (18), for b X 2 ¼ 0. We can observe that P 0 ðX 2 Þ ¼ fy 2 ; y 3 g. Object y 1 is not included in P 0 ðX 2 Þ because P X 2 ðy 1 Þ ¼ 1
3
. We can also notice that fa 1 g X 2 ðy 2 Þ ¼ fa 2 g X 2 ðy 2 Þ ¼ 1 3 , while P X 2 ðy 2 Þ ¼ 0. This illustrates property (m1) of measure P X i ðyÞ. In order to exemplify property (m2) of measure P X i ðyÞ, we extend class X 2 by adding to this class new object y 7 , with the following description: a 1 ¼ 1, a 2 ¼ 1. One can easily verify that values of measure P X i ðyÞ for class X 2 and objects y 1 , y 2 and y 3 do not change. Second, let us calculate the P-lower approximation of class X 2 using definition (20) , for b 0 X 2 ¼ 0. We can notice that P 0 ðX 2 Þ ¼ fy 2 ; y 3 g. Object y 1 is not included in P 0 ðX 2 Þ because 0P
We can also notice that 0fa 1 g X 2 ðy 2 Þ ¼ 0fa 2 g Fig. 3 . Exemplary set of objects described by set P of attributes a1 and a2.
while 0P X 2 ðy 2 Þ ¼ 0. This illustrates property (m1) of measure 0P X i ðyÞ. In order to exemplify property (m2) of measure 0P X i ðyÞ, we extend class X 2 by adding to this class new object y 7 , with the following description: a 1 ¼ 1, a 2 ¼ 1. One can easily verify that values of measure 0P X i ðyÞ for class X 2 and objects y 1 , y 2 and y 3 decrease.
Third, let us consider measure l P X i ðyÞ and definition (22) . For a X 2 ¼ 2 3 we have P 2 3 ðX 2 Þ ¼ fy 1 ; y 2 ; y 3 g. It is worth noting that because l fa 1 g
Thus, we can observe that measure l P X i ðyÞ has property (m1). Let us now extend the set of objects from Fig. 3 with object y 7 2 X 2 , for which a 1 ¼ 1, a 2 ¼ 1, as we did in the first example. Thus, we obtain l P
. This shows that measure l P X i ðyÞ has property (m2). Now, let us apply VC-DRSA to the set of objects presented in Fig. 4 . Class X 3 is better than class X 2 , which is better than class X 1 . Thus, we may distinguish two upward unions of decision classes: X P 3 , X P 2 , and two downward unions of decision classes: X 6 1 , X 6 2 . First, let us determine the P-lower approximation of union X P 3 using definition (26) , for b Ã
We can observe that P . This illustrates property (m1) of measure ÃP X P i ðyÞ. In order to exemplify property (m2) of measure ÃP X P i ðyÞ, we consider possible extension of union X P 3 by new object y 8 2 X 3 , with the following description: a 1 ¼ 5, a 2 ¼ 6.
One can easily verify that in such a case values of measure ÃP X P i ðyÞ for extended union X P 3 and objects y 1 , y 2 , y 3 do not change.
Let us also observe that ÃP Second, let us calculate the P-lower approximation of union X P 3 using definition (29) , for b 0
. We can observe that 0fa 1 g
. This illustrates property (m1) of measure 0P X P i ðyÞ. In order to exemplify property (m2) of measure 0P X P i ðyÞ, we consider possible extension of union X P 3 by new object y 8 2 X 3 , having the following description: a 1 ¼ 5, a 2 ¼ 6. One can easily verify that in such a case values of measure 0P X P i ðyÞ for extended union X P 3 and objects y 1 , y 2 , y 3 decrease, since jX P 3 j increases. Let us also notice that 0P , while y 2 D P y 3 for P ¼ fa 1 ; a 2 g, which shows that measure l P X P i ðyÞ has property (m4).
Final remarks and conclusions
In this paper, we have presented several definitions of monotonic Variable Consistency Rough Set Approaches that employ indiscernibility or dominance relation. We have stressed the importance of some monotonicity properties of the consistency measure used in the definition of a lower approximation. We have considered the following monotonicity Fig. 4 . Exemplary set of objects described by set P of gain-type criteria a1 and a2.
properties: (m1) -monotonicity w.r.t. set of attributes, (m2) and (m3) -monotonicity w.r.t. set of objects (where (m2) corresponds to growing universe U and (m3) to fixed universe U with growing unions of decision classes), and (m4) -monotonicity w.r.t. dominance relation (for approaches based on dominance relation only).
We have proposed two types of measures enjoying the above monotonicity properties. The first type stems from consistency measure , which is a catch-all likelihood measure. This consistency measure has a comprehensible probabilistic explanation. It has also a close relation with the Bayes factor and confirmation measure l. We proposed a kind of complementary measure to denoted by 0 . One can observe that for , there is a tendency of including relatively more objects to lower approximations when the approximated class or union of classes has low cardinality. On the other hand, one can observe that for 0 , there is a tendency of including relatively more objects to lower approximations when the approximated class or union of classes has high cardinality. Both of these measures are directly applicable in VC-IRSA. Unfortunately, in the context of VC-DRSA, measure does not have property (m3). In order to overcome this problem, we introduced measure Ã that involves a specific scheme of computation of consistency measure over supersets of the considered union of classes.
Monotonic measures of the second type stem from consistency measure l. They require to take into account all subsets of the set of considered attributes. Computation of lower approximations defined by means of monotonic measure l is an NPhard problem, equivalent to induction of a set of all rules. On the other hand, computation of such approximations and rule induction can be combined, and thus the total time would be of the same order as the time for induction of all rules.
As a conclusion, we can recommend using consistency measure or 0 for VC-IRSA and consistency measure Ã or 0 for VC-DRSA. These measures have all required monotonicity properties and are much less computationally intensive than the monotonic measures of the second type.
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Appendix.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From the definition of rough granules I P ðyÞ and I P 0 ðyÞ, P # P 0 # C, y 2 U, I P ðyÞ I P 0 ðyÞ for X i ; :X i # U being both independent of sets of considered attributes P and P 0 . This implies: jI P ðyÞ \ :X i j j:X i j P jI P 0 ðyÞ \ :X i j j:X i j () P X i ðyÞ P P 0 X i ðyÞ: Ã Proof of Theorem 4.2. Since new objects are introduced to class X i # U, thus for all sets of objects X i # U, X 0
For all P # C, y 2 U, this implies:
jI P ðyÞ \ :X i j j: 
This implies that for all P # C, y 2 U: jI P ðyÞ \ :X i j jX i j > jI 0 P ðyÞ \ : 
Since all new objects are added to class X i , both numerator and denominator of fraction
can increase only with the same number k P 0, equal to difference jI 0 P ðyÞj À jI P ðyÞj:
where I 0 P ðyÞ denotes a set of objects indiscernible with object y when considering set of attributes P and universe U [ X D i . Further, let us introduce the following notation: a ¼ jI P ðyÞ \ X i j, b ¼ jI P ðyÞj, and let us notice that a 6 b. We can observe that
which is proved in the following way: 
The proof for downward union X 6 i is analogical, but starts from the observation that for negative dominance cones D À P ðyÞ and D À P 0 ðyÞ, P # P 0 # C, y 2 U, D À P ðyÞ D À P 0 ðyÞ: Ã Proof of Theorem 5.2. New objects are introduced to union of classes X P i # U. Thus, for all sets of objects X P i # U,
where D 0þ P ðyÞ denotes P-positive dominance cone of object y when considering universe U [ X DP i . h
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Analogous to Proof of Theorem 5.2 which is carried out for sets of objects X P i and X 0P i . In this case, sets of objects X P iþ1 and X 0P iþ1 are considered instead of sets X 6 iÀ1 and X 06 iÀ1 , respectively. h
Proof of Theorem 5.4. Let us consider y 1 ; y 2 2 U such that y 1 D P y 2 , P # C. From the definition of dominance cone D þ P ðyÞ, y 2 U, D þ P ðy 1 Þ # D þ P ðy 2 Þ:
The proof for downward union X 6 i is analogical, but starts from the observation that for negative dominance cone D À P ðyÞ, y 2 U, Proof of Theorem 5.6. New objects are introduced to union of classes X P i # U. Thus, for all sets of objects X P i # U,
Proof of Theorem 5.7. Analogous to Proof of Theorem 5.6 which is carried out for sets of objects X P i and X 0P i . In this case, sets of objects X P iþ1 and X 0P iþ1 are considered instead of sets X 6 iÀ1 and X 06 iÀ1 , respectively. h Proof of Theorem 5.8. Let us consider P # C, X P i # X P j # U, j 6 i, y 2 U. Since j 6 i, The proof for downward union X 6 i is analogical, but starts from the observation that for negative dominance cone D À P ðyÞ, y 2 U, D À P ðy 1 Þ D À P ðy 2 Þ: Ã Proof of Theorem 5.11. For each object y 2 X P i , D þ P ðyÞ # X P i iff ÃP i ðyÞ -only the common denominators in fractions are changed from jX 6 iÀ1 j and jX P iþ1 j to jX P i j and jX 6 i j, respectively. h
Proof of Theorem 5.13. New objects are introduced to union of classes X P i # U. Thus, for all sets of objects X P i # U,
This implies that for all P # C, y 2 U: jD þ P ðyÞ \ X 6 iÀ1 j jX P i j > jD 0þ P ðyÞ \ X 06 iÀ1 j jX 0P i j () 0P
Proof of Theorem 5.14. Analogous to Proof of Theorem 5.13, carried out for sets of objects X P i , X 0P i . Here, sets of objects X P iþ1 , X 0P iþ1 and cardinalities of sets jX 6 i j, jX 06 i j are taken into account instead of sets X 6 iÀ1 , X 06 iÀ1 and cardinalities jX P i j, jX 0P i j, respectively. h Proof of Theorem 5.15. Let us consider P # C, X P i # X P j # U, j 6 i, y 2 U. Since j 6 i, X P i # X P j and X 6 iÀ1 X 6 jÀ1 :
This implies: jD þ P ðyÞ \ X 6 iÀ1 j jX P i j P jD þ P ðyÞ \ X 6 jÀ1 j jX P j j () 0P 
can increase only with the same number k P 0, equal to difference jD 0þ P ðyÞj À jD þ P ðyÞj: Proof of Theorem 5.24. Let us consider y 1 ; y 2 2 U such that y 1 D P y 2 , P # C. From the definitions of dominance cones D þ P ðyÞ and D À P ðyÞ, y 2 U, D þ P ðy 1 Þ # D þ P ðy 2 Þ and D À P ðy 1 Þ D À P ðy 2 Þ: For X P i ; X 6 i # U, this implies: 8R # P : D À R ðy 1 Þ D À R ðy 2 Þ ) 8R # P : D À R ðy 1 Þ \ X P i D À R ðy 2 Þ \ X P i ) fðR; zÞ : R # P; z 2 D À R ðy 1 Þ \ X P i g fðR; zÞ : R # P; z 
